
NORTH WHITE SCHOOL CORPORATION 

READING & WRITING CURRICULUM INFORMATION 

Per Section 3. IC 20-26-5-44.2: Not later than July 15, 2023, and not later than July 15 of each 

year thereafter, each school corporation and charter school shall report on the school 

corporation’s or charter school’s website the following:   

1) The name and publisher of the adopted reading and writing curriculum, listed by grade 

level.  

 

Course Teacher Literature Brief Description 

English/LA 

Grades 

K-5 

 Pearson’s 

myView Literacy 

2020 

 

English 

Grade 6 

Siburcrist The Last Book in 

the Universe by 

Rodman 

Philbrick 

In a society in which books and storytelling 

have all but disappeared, people are cut off 

from their past and therefore from the future. 

Their culture is crumbling because reading and 

writing is now irrelevant. 

English  

Grade 6 

Siburcrist Hatchet by Gary 

Paulsen 

A thirteen-year-old boy named Brian Robeson 

finds himself completely alone in the Canadian 

wilderness with only a hatchet as his tool. He 

must learn to adapt and survive this new, 

unexpected environment. 

English  

Grade 6 

Siburcrist Aesop’s Fables 

and Greek 

Mythology 

A collection of moralistic short stories 

containing hybrids of myths, legends, and 

social parables. 

English  

Grade 6 

Siburcrist Esperanza Rising 

by Pam Muñoz 

The novel focuses on Esperanza, the only 

daughter of wealthy Mexican parents, and 

follows the events that occur after her father's 

murder. Esperanza, her mother, and their 

former household servants flee to California 

during the Great Depression.  

English  

Grade 6 

Siburcrist StudySync 

Reading and 

Writing 

Companion 

Grade level collection of various readings. 



English  

Grade 6 

Jakes 

Siburcrist 

Alice in 

Wonderland by 

Lewis Carroll 

Alice is a young girl who falls through a rabbit 

hole into a fantasy world of anthropomorphic 

creatures. This coming of age story focuses on 

Alice learning how to navigate a world where 

the “rules” are not always clear. 

English  

Grade 7 

Jakes/Siburcrist The Christmas 

Carol by Charles 

Dickens 

Ebenezer Scrooge is a cold-hearted miser who 

is the very embodiment of despair and 

darkness. Throughout the story, he will be 

given a chance to change his ways, with the 

visit of three infamous ghosts on Christmas 

Eve. 

English  

Grade 7 

Jakes/Siburcrist The Hunger 

Games by 

Suzanne Collins 

In the midst of post-apocalyptic North 

America, the government annually requires 

each of the twelve districts of Panem to choose 

one boy and one girl to go to the Capitol, 

where they must participate in a televised 

battle to the death. Katniss watches in horror 

as her little sister, Prim, is chosen for this 

year's Hunger Game. After volunteering to 

take her sister's place in the Games, Katniss 

must use her own survival skills to fight 

against her fellow tributes and the authoritarian 

government of Panem. 

English  

Grade 7 

Jakes/Siburcrist Skink-No 

Surrender by 

Carl Haiaasen 

Malley takes off with some guy she met online 

and cousin, Richard, knows he’s to find 

her.  He finds help in a ragged, one-eyed, ex-

governor of Florida. These two form an 

unlikely pair and scour the state of Florida 

determined to find and save Malley.  

English  

Grade 7 

Jakes/Siburcrist StudySync 

Reading and 

Writing 

Companion 

Grade level collection of various readings. 

English  

Grade 7 

Jakes Lord of the Flies 

by William 

Golding 

A group of boys are stranded on an 

uninhabited tropical island after their plane is 

shot down during a fictional WWII. After 

initially setting up rules and forming a basic 

society, civility soon gives way to selfishness 

and chaos. The boys split into groups and 

struggle with the concept of how easily man 

can give into darkness and cruelty.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthropomorphism


English  

Grade 8 

Jakes The Boy in the 

Striped Pajamas 

by John Boyne 

When Bruno, a young German boy living in 

1942 Berlin, is forced to move to a new home 

to support his father's job, he meets another 

young boy living behind a barbed wire fence at 

the compound his father oversees. They 

quickly develop a friendship which causes 

Bruno to question the world around him and 

the teachings of his father, a high ranking Nazi 

official. 

English  

Grade 8 

Jakes The Hobbit by 

JRR Tolkien  

Bilbo, a hobbit who lives in a fictional land 

known as "The Shire," is caught up with a 

wizard and a group of dwarves looking to 

recover their stolen riches from an evil dragon. 

Along the way, Bilbo is forced to grow and 

step up to face the different challenges in their 

adventure.  

English  

Grade 8 

Jakes Night by Elie 

Wiesel  

This memoir by Elie Wiesel details his 

experiences during the Holocaust. Elie was a 

young man when the Germans came to his 

small Romanian village and took all Jewish 

families away in train cars. Elie and his father 

are separated from his mother and sister at 

Auschwitz. They are then sent to the camp at 

Buna, where Elie and his father must endure 

extreme cruelty at the hands of their captors 

and other prisoners. 

English  

Grade 8 

Jakes StudySync 

Reading and 

Writing 

Companion 

Grade level collection of various readings. 

English  

Grade 8 

Siburcrist The Last Book in 

the Universe by 

Rodman 

Philbrick 

In a society in which books and storytelling 

have all but disappeared, people are cut off 

from their past and therefore from the future. 

Their culture is crumbling because reading and 

writing is now irrelevant. 

English 9 Ruemler Romeo and Juliet 

by William 

Shakespeare 

A feud between two powerful families, the 

Capulets and Montangues, erupts into 

bloodshed after a group of masked Montagues 

crash a Capulet party. Further complications 

occur when a young, lovesick Romeo 

Montague falls instantly in love with Juliet 



Capulet, who is due to marry her father's 

choice, the County Paris. 

English 9 Ruemler Of Mice and Men 

by John 

Steinbeck 

George Milton and Lennie Small are two 

migrant ranch workers, who move from place 

to place in California in search of new job 

opportunities during the Great 

Depression.  George and Lennie have a unique 

friendship and look out for each other the best 

they can as they dream of a better life. 

English 9 Ruemler Anthem by Ayn 

Rand 

The story of Anthem takes place in some 

unspecified future time and place in which 

freedom and individual rights have been 

obliterated. Equality 7-2521 struggles to find 

his identity in a society based on Collectivism, 

the great “We”.  

English 9 Ruemler The Odyssey 

(graphic novel by 

Gareth Hinds and 

poem by Homer) 

After the Trojan War, the Greek Hero, 

Odysseus, journeys home to Ithaca to be 

reunited with his wife and son after being gone 

for seventeen years; however, he must first 

survive a series of adventures and mishaps as 

he navigates the will of the gods. 

English 9 Ruemler StudySync 

Reading and 

Writing 

Companion 

Grade level collection of various readings. 

English 10 Ruemler Julius Caesar by 

William 

Shakespeare 

Set in the Roman Republic, jealous senators 

convince Julius Caesar's friend, Brutus, to join 

their assassination plot and prevent Caesar 

from gaining too much power and becoming 

“King”.  Mark Antony drives the conspirators 

out of Rome and successfully fights the 

conspirators led by Brutus and Cassius in a 

civil war. 

English 10 Ruemler Fahrenheit 451 

by Ray Bradbury 

Guy Montag transforms from a book-burning 

fireman to a book-reading rebel. Montag lives 

in an oppressive society that attempts to 

eliminate all sources of complexity, 

contradiction, and confusion to ensure the 

uncomplicated happiness for all its citizens. 



English 10 Ruemler Frankenstein by 

Mary Shelley 

Victor Frankenstein is a gifted scientist who 

succeeds in giving life to a “being” of his own 

creation. However, he is disgusted by the 

hideous creature and abandons him before 

even giving him a name. Their lives become 

intertwined when the creature seeks his 

creator. 

English 10 Ruemler And Then There 

Were 

None  (play) by 

Agatha Christie 

Ten people are gathered at a manor house on 

the isolated Soldier Island by an unknown, 

absentee host and are killed off one-by-one. 

They work together to determine who the 

killer may be by following the clues left by an 

eerie poem posted in all the bedrooms. 
 

English 10 Ruemler StudySync 

Reading and 

Writing 

Companion 

Grade level collection of various readings. 

English 11  

& 

English 11 

Honors 

Galbreath Excerpts from Of 

Plymouth 

Plantation by 

William 

Bradford 

Select journal entries from William Bradford 

describe the pilgrims’ voyage to America and 

the hardships they faced starting the colony.  

English 11  

& 

English 11 

Honors 

Galbreath The Crucible by 

Arthur Miller 

This play by Arthur Miller is based on real 

people and their lives during the Salem Witch 

Trials. The audience follows the main 

character, John Proctor, who’s wife has been 

wrongfully accused of witchcraft by a woman 

who is in love with John. John ultimately has 

to come to peace with the mistakes of his past 

and find out who he truly is in order to save his 

wife.  

English 11 

Honors 

Galbreath The Scarlet 

Letter by 

Nathaniel 

Hawthorne 

The novel follows the life of Hester Prynne 

and her newborn child as she faces 

motherhood alone and refuses to reveal the 

father of her child. The reader learns about 

Puritan life, hardships of the lower class and 

outcasts during the time period, and the 

struggles of finding your true self.  



English 11 

Honors 

Galbreath The Great 

Gatsby by F. 

Scott Fitzgerald 

The narrator, Nick Carraway, describes the 

summer he met his intriguing neighbor Jay 

Gatsby. Quickly, Nick realizes there is more to 

Gatsby than the outlandish parties and his 

mysterious background: his love for Nick’s 

cousin Daisy. All Gatsby wants is one more 

chance to win Daisy’s heart, but will he 

succeed?  

English 11 

Honors 

Galbreath “Because I could 

not stop for 

Death…” by 

Emily Dickinson 

The narrator contemplates the circle of life as 

she meets Death to take her away.  

English 11 Galbreath “The Cask of 

Amontillado” by 

Edgar Allan Poe 

This short story is about a man who is seeking 

revenge unbeknownst to the man who insulted 

him.  

English 11 Galbreath “Theme for 

English B” by 

Langston Hughes 

The narrator is writing a paper for his English 

class about what is true to him. This prompt 

encourages the narrator to reflect on who he is 

and how people see one another in America.  

English 11 Galbreath Judge Warren’s 

response to 

Brown v. The 

Board of 

Education of 

Topeka 

This is Judge Warren's verdict in the court case 

of Brown v. The Board of Education which 

ended segregation in schools.  

English 11 Galbreath “Take the 

Tortillas Out of 

Your Poetry” by 

Rudolfo Anaya 

Anaya’s essay comments on bilingual 

literature in America and how, unfortunately, 

authors still feel the need to self censor their 

work.  

English 11 Galbreath 12 Angry Men by 

Reginald Rose 

This play is a courthouse drama where a young 

man is accused of murder, and twelve men are 

on the jury with this man’s life in their hands. 

The case seems cut and dry for eleven of them, 

but one man has his doubts.  

English 11  Galbreath StudySync 

Reading and 

Writing 

Companion 

Grade level collection of various readings. 



English 12 Galbreath Beowulf  Beowulf is an epic poem that describes the 

courageous battles and heroic voyages that the 

hero, Beowulf, takes on in his lifetime.  

English 12 Galbreath Excerpt from 

Grendel by John 

Gardner 

This is a retelling of Beowulf told through the 

eyes of the monster Grendel. He describes how 

he views the men who are taking over the land 

and tells his side of his fight with Beowulf.  

English 12 Galbreath Macbeth by 

William 

Shakespeare 

The play tells the story of how Scotland’s great 

war hero, Macbeth, comes to be king through 

treacherous means. This play delves into topics 

such as pride, greed, trust, and choice.  

English 12 Galbreath “A Rose for 

Emily” by 

William 

Faulkner 

Miss Emily, a fallen monument in a small 

Southern town, has died, and people have been 

very curious about her life. This short story 

describes moments in Emily’s life that lead the 

reader to understand who she was and her 

place in the old South. While learning about 

Emily, the reader along with the townspeople 

in the story discover a secret that Emily had 

kept hidden for many years.  

English 12 Galbreath “The Masque of 

the Red Death” 

by Edgar Allan 

Poe 

In this story, the king wants to save himself 

and as many of his friends as he can from the 

Red Death that plagues his kingdom. His 

solution is to lock himself and his friends away 

in his castle with no means of entry or escape. 

Finding himself to be very clever, he throws a 

party for his friends in his castle; however, 

there is one guest that no one seems to 

recognize. Who could this be? 

English 12 Galbreath “The Yellow 

Wallpaper” by 

Charlotte Perkins 

Gillman 

The narrator of this story is suffering from an 

illness and has been prescribed “the rest cure” 

in hopes of recovery. Her husband agrees with 

the doctor and whisks his wife off to the 

countryside for peace and quiet. Once in the 

country, the narrator is shut away in a room 

with strict orders to rest and relax; however, 

the walls are of this ghastly yellow wallpaper 

that troubles the narrator. Will rest and 

relaxation in this place really be the cure she 

needs?  



English 12  Galbreath Sonnets 18, 130, 

29, 116 by 

William 

Shakespeare 

This set of sonnets by Shakespeare are all 

about love and what it means. Shakespeare 

uses several poetic devices to create 

descriptive and picturesque poems that 

compare love to nature and elaborate on what 

true love really is.  

English 12 Galbreath “On Monsieur’s 

Departure” By 

Queen Elizabeth 

I 

In this poem the narrator describes her true 

feelings when she cannot be with the one she 

loves.  

English 12  Galbreath “The Passionate 

Shepherd to His 

Love” by 

Christopher 

Marlowe 

In this poem the shepherd describes the love he 

believes he has for someone in hopes she will 

express her love back.  

English 12 Galbreath “The Nymph’s 

Reply to the 

Shepherd”  

by Walter 

Raleigh 

This poem is a reply to Marlowe’s “The 

Passionate Shepherd to His Love.” The 

narrator in this poem addresses the shepherd’s 

promises and questions if his intentions are 

honest and true.  

English 12 Galbreath StudySync 

Reading and 

Writing 

Companion 

Grade level collection of various readings. 

2) Information regarding remedial programs by school corporation, including the grade level 

for each remedial program.  

 

Course     Teacher Literature Brief Description 

Elementary 

 (K-5) 

Title 1 &  

Interventio

nist 

 1. 1-95 

Percent 

Group 

2. 2-Recipe 

for 

Reading 

3. 3-Orton 

Gillingha

m 

 



Elementary  

(K-5) 

Special 

Education  

 Orton 

Gillingham 

 

Elementary  

(K-5) 

ELL 

 1-Continental 

Team 

2-Continental 

Finish Line 

3- Orton 

Gillingham 

 

MS 

Resource 

English (6-

8) 

Heimlich The 

Unteachables by 

Gordon Korman  

An isolated class of misfits and a teacher on 

the edge of retirement are paired together for a 

year of (supposed) failure.  

MS 

Resource 

English (6-

8) 

Heimlich Number the Stars 

by Lois Lowry  

Ten-year-old Annemarie, living in occupied 

Denmark during World War 11, must test the 

limits of her own courage when she and her 

family assist their Jewish friends in their 

escape from the Nazis.  

MS 

Resource 

English (6-

8) 

Heimlich Freak the Mighty 

by Rodman 

Philbrick  

Two boys - a slow learner stuck in the body of 

a teenage giant and a tiny Einstein in leg 

braces - forge a unique friendship when they 

pair up to create one formidable human force.  

MS 

Resource 

English (6-

8) 

Heimlich The Family 

Under the Bridge 

by Natalie 

Savage Carlson 

In the early 1900s a Parisian hobo named 

Armand dislikes children; but after meeting 

three children, Suzy, Evelyn, and Paul and 

their mother – he reluctantly allows them to 

share his space under a bridge in Paris during 

the Christmas season. 

MS 

Resource 

English (6-

8) 

Heimlich A Newbery 

Christmas 

selected by 

Martin H. 

Greenberg and 

Charles G. 

Waugh 

A collection of stories about Christmas, by 

Newbery Award-winning authors such as 

Eleanor Estes, E.L. Konigsburg, Madeleine 

L'Engle, and Katherine Paterson.  

MS 

Resource 

English (6-

8) 

Heimlich Jen Bengel 

Products 

Daily Reading Comprehension Practice, Daily 

Reading Journal, Balanced Readers - Fiction 

and nonfiction resources focusing on phonics, 



vocabulary, comprehension, and written 

expression.  

MS 

Resource 

English (6-

8) 

Heimlich StudySync 

Reading and 

Writing 

Companion 

Grade level collection of various readings. 

MS 

Resource 

English (6-

8) 

Heimlich Readworks 

https://www.read

works.org/ 

Grade level reading practice.  Occasionally 

uses excerpts from readings.  Practice with 

comprehension, answering open-ended 

questions. Fiction and Nonfiction. 

English 

Learners 

(6-8) 

Eccles Readworks 

https://www.read

works.org/ 

Grade level reading practice.  Occasionally 

uses excerpts from readings.  Practice with 

comprehension, answering open-ended 

questions. Fiction and Nonfiction. 

English 

Learners 

(6-8) 

Eccles Scholastic News Grade level reading practice.  Practice 

vocabulary, reading comprehension, answering 

open-ended questions. Practice forming 

complete sentences in English. 

English 

Learners 

(6-8) 

Eccles Jen Bengal 

Products 

Reading comprehension, fiction and 

nonfiction.  Practice with compare/contrast, 

cause/effect, main idea, plot, vocabulary, 

phonics, and journaling. 

English 

Learners 

(6-8) 

Eccles Connect student 

books, 

workbooks and 

audio 

resources..   

Practice with grammar,writing, speaking, and 

listening skills in English. 

English 

Learners 

(6-8) 

Eccles StudySync 

Reading and 

Writing 

Companion 

Grade level collection of various readings. 

EL English 

(9-12) 

Salvo The Great 

Gatsby   

English Language Learners in this credited 
English class, aligned with Indiana Standards for 
general ELA curriculum. Fitzgerald's use of 
language, the time period, and descriptive 
examples of changing mindsets among greater 
populations leaving the country behind and 
entering the cities to obtain the American dream 
benefit ELL students in building word use and 
meaning. Assists the students to understand the 



transitional time period of the 1920 twenties 
when structures of societies were considered 
"old" and "new" money. The intention is to move 
students successfully and rapidly into the 
general English Curriculum classes among their 
peers and this reading supports the transition by 
engaging students in class discussions about 
the ethical and moral dilemmas found within the 
literature of this class novel.  
 

EL English 

(9-12) 

Salvo The Boy in the 

Striped Pajamas  

Berlin 1942 
When Bruno returns home from school one day, 
he discovers that his belongings are being 
packed in crates. His father has received a 
promotion and the family must move from their 
home to a new house far far away, where there 
is no one to play with and nothing to do. A tall 
fence running alongside stretches as far as the 
eye can see and cuts him off from the strange 
people he can see in the distance. But Bruno 
longs to be an explorer and decides that there 
must be more to this desolate new place than 
meets the eye. While exploring his new 
environment, he meets another boy whose life 
and circumstances are very different to his own, 
and their meeting results in a friendship that has 
devastating consequences 
 (Boyne, 2008). Provides Pre-teaching and 

scaffolding vocabulary and developing a 

storyboard to enable critical thinking and class 

discussions regarding the Holocaust, cause and 

effect, and irony.  Enables the use of reading 

strategies, discussion boards to support 

writing, and activities, including a graphic 

organizer for comparing/contrasting events 

throughout the story.  

EL English 

(9-12) 

Salvo “The Count of 

Monte Cristo” by 

Auguste Maquet 

& Alexandre 

Dumas 

Edmond Dantès is about to become the 
captain of a ship, and he is engaged to a 
beautiful and kind young woman, 
Mercédès. He is well-liked by almost 
everyone who knows him. This perfect life, 
however, stirs up dangerous jealousy 
among some of Dantès’s so-called friends. 
Danglars, the treasurer of Dantès’s ship, 
envies Dantès’s early career success; 
Fernand Mondego is in love with Dantès’s 



fiancée and so covets his amorous 
success; his neighbor Caderousse is 
simply envious that Dantès is so much 
luckier in life than he is. Together, these 
three men draft a letter accusing Dantès of 
treason. There is some truth to their 
accusations: as a favor to his recently 
deceased captain, Dantès is carrying a 
letter from Napoleon to a group of 
Bonapartist sympathizers in Paris. Though 
Dantès himself has no political leanings, 
the undertaking is enough to implicate him 
for treason. On the day of his wedding, 
Dantès is arrested for his alleged crimes 
(Maquet & Dumas, 1844, Retrieved 2023, 
https://www.sparknotes.com/lit/montecristo
/summary/). Supports the development of 
comprehensible input, writing and critical 
thinking on topics that reflect on revenge, 
what makes a book a classic and 
situations relatable across cultures.  

ELL 

English  

(9-10) 

Salvo Readworks 

https://www.read

works.org/ 

Grade level reading practice.  Occasionally 

uses excerpts from readings.  Practice with 

comprehension, answering open-ended 

questions. Fiction and Nonfiction. 

 

3) Contact information of a designated administrative contact who can provide 

information regarding the information.  

a. Dennis Briciu, North White Elementary School Principal  

-dbriciu@nwhite.k12.in.us 

-(219) 604-4006 ext. 1132 

 b. Greg Briles, North White Middle-High School Principal 

  -gbriles@nwhite.k12.in.us 

  -(219) 604-4005 ext. 3001 

mailto:-dbriciu@nwhite.k12.in.us
mailto:-gbriles@nwhite.k12.in.us

